Pumpkin Spice Plate

Listen, the most "basic" of things just means they're the
most delicious. Celebrate all things Pumpkin Spice with this
fun project!
Supplies

Rim Piatto Salad Plate #231
Pencil
Small Round Brush
Medium Round Brush
Liner Brush
Square Brush
Color

Old Lace SC-86
Raw Hide SC-46
Elephant Ears SC-90
Tiger Tail SC-5
Blue Isle SC-28
Toadily Green SC-52
Orange A Peel SC-75
Jack O Lantern SC-23
Tuxedo SC-15
Instructions

1. Sketch or transfer the design to the plate.
2. Using a medium round brush, paint Jack O Lantern inside the plate and Tiger Tail on the rim. Take
care to paint around the latte and leaves.
3. Using a small round brush, fill in the cup with Old Lace.
4. Fill in the latte with Tiger Tail and a small round brush.
5. Using Raw Hide and a small round brush, fill in the whipped cream. Add dots of Orange A Peel on top
of the whipped cream.
6. Fill in the pumpkin on the coffee sleeve with Orange A Peel, the circle with Toadily Green, and the
sleeve with Blue Isle.
7. Fill in the leaves around the latte with Elephant Ears, Tuscan Red, and Orange A Peel.
8. Lightly sketch in the letters if needed.Thin a small pile of Tuxedo with clean water. Load a liner brush
and slowly fill in the letters. For a graphic look, make sure the ends of the letters are squared off.
9. Using a liner brush, outline the design with Tuxedo.
10. Splatter the platter by dipping a brush into thinned Tuxedo, holding the brush in your dominant hand,
and tapping the brush with your non dominant hand.
11. Use a square brush to add stripes along the edge of the plate.
12. Clear glaze and fire to cone 06.
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